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Annotation -- a medium of 
communication?
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Annotation of the  genome

Much of the HGP was driven by 

annotation:

• Annotation tools

• Annotation databases

• Annotation servers

What is annotation?

• Information placed on/attached to existing data -- often 

information one cannot anticipate

What properties should it have?

• First-class citizen -- you can annotate annotations and 

query them like ordinary data.

• It should not “upset” existing applications/queries

• Attachment of annotation should be clearly defined

• It should propagate through queries??

Annotation propagation

Id Name Sal Dept

123456 Joe 80k Sales

123321 Bill 70k Research

654321 Mary 100k Research

Dept Manage
r

Budge
t

Research Mary 500k

Sales Jane 800k

SELECT Name, Manager

FROM Emps, Depts

WHERE Emps.Dept = Depts.Dept

AND Id = 123321

Name Manager

Bill Mary

Bill likes Mary
Mary likes champagne

Annotating with comments

Bill likes Mary

We  probably want the union of the comments on the input

Bill is underpaid

Bill is underpaid

Mary likes champagne

Id Name Sal Dept

123456 Joe 40k Sales

123321 Bill 20k Research

654321 Mary 50k Research

Dept Manage
r

Budge
t

Research Mary 500k

Sales Jane 800k

Emps: Depts:

SELECT Name, Manager

FROM Emps, Depts

WHERE Emps.Dept = Depts.Dept

AND Id = 123321

Name Manager

Bill Mary

{Jean, Sue, Tim} {Sue, Tim, Bob}

Annotating with beliefs:  the people who believe in a tuple

We  want the intersection of the believers of the input tuple

{Sue, Tim}
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Annotations on
annotations?

Surprisingly common:

• Email threads

• Some databases

• Belief chains

o A believed that, at time T, B

believed that X

What is the difference between 
annotation and data?

Can we represent annotations as data?

• Relational databases: yes, but maybe not efficiently

• XML, JSon and other tree-like formats: yes, but may need to 

extend our query languages 

• RDF and triple stores???

"Annotation is the linking of a new commentary node to 

someone else's existing node. It is the essence of a 

collaborative hypertext." Berners-Lee 1992 

Can we infer that RDF is already annotation (on URIs)?

Linked Open Data – the population of Afghanistan

World Factbook
(March 2013)

LOD

What is done in practice?

● Google info boxes.  Use a triple store and “something else” 
when needed.

● WikiData. Don’t yet have an adequate data model, but say 

they need one.
● Others. Reify anything that might be annotated.

RDF is a real problem.  One would like to express ontological 

assertions such as 

If A trusts B and B believes X then A believes X

in an RDF-based ontology

Practical Issues

• Preparing databases to support annotation

• Annotation propagation 

• Annotation sharing (e.g., WikiData)

• Querying annotation

• Annotation structure

• Security

Related topics: data provenance, citation and preservation


